Estimating potential trade links in the international crude oil trade: A link prediction approach
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ABSTRACT

Estimating potential trade links is essential for exploring the information implied by international crude oil trade data, which contain obvious trade links among countries. In addition, it is important for governments to assess the evolution trend of international crude oil trade in order to avoid trade risk. This study introduces the link prediction approach to explore potential trade links from the perspective of relations based on the topological attributes of countries. We take the number of common trade partners for each country pair as the potential linking motivation. Based on this, we confirm this as a general feature for most existing trade links and thereby describe the real distribution of trade relations. Furthermore, our study analyzes the practical meanings of explored potential trade links with considerations of countries’ crude oil trade roles. We find that the number of common trade partners is indeed one of the structural linking motivations in international crude oil trade. It can not only represent the possibility of trading relations, but also reflect the competition among countries. By using this evaluation index, we then estimate potential trade partners combined with countries’ crude oil trade roles and provide suggestions for governments about future trading strategies.
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1. Introduction

It is clear that oil-rich countries trade with countries that have poor oil reserves, while countries with a lack of oil expand their crude oil trade relationships with both oil-rich and oil-poor countries in order to satisfy their oil requirements and safeguard their energy security. However, potential trade links also exist among countries. Indeed, estimating these potential trade links is essential for researchers to explore crude oil trade relations among countries [1,2] that are not explained by the available data [3,4]. Although countries may not obviously trade, the trade patterns and interactions between each pair of countries form links, which may encourage them to trade in the future. Thus, estimating potential trade links allows researchers to evaluate implied trade links, which can easily be neglected. Further, this endeavor is meaningful for governments because they are eager to increase their understanding of international crude oil trade in order to avoid trade risk [5]. Based on the foregoing, this study explores potential trade links from a fresh perspective based on international crude oil trade patterns.

Most previous studies focus on analyzing the structure and evolution of international crude oil trade patterns [6]. Some expand their descriptions of trade relations to include competition [4,7], while others examine the reactions of countries when facing crises or global events [8]. In addition, some authors have attempted to predict trade flows for known trade links by using country-level variables such as the gross domestic product (GDP) or currency union [1,9], which cannot be derived from trade patterns. These studies hence focus on the exploration or assessment of obvious, but not potential, trade links. However, the expansion of trade networks has continued to influence international trade relationships and even promote the construction of new trade links.

To estimate potential trade links, we use the link prediction approach [10], which is based on the complex network theory [11], to provide a new insight into these global trade relationships [12,13]. Prior studies about link prediction are mainly about conducting or improving physical models [16–19]. For example, these models have been applied to social networks which aim to make...
better friendship recommendations [20], biological networks which aim to explore unknown neural interactions [21], and US air transportation networks which aim to estimate the possible construction of airlines [10]. These networks have thus been used to measure algorithm precision [22], which confirms that it is useful for estimating potential network links. Thus, we apply link prediction to estimate potential trade links in international crude oil trade. Analyzing the observed network structures and statistical properties of selected countries allows us to investigate the potential motivation behind the construction of existing trade links [14,15].

In this study, we estimate potential trade links based on real trade patterns in order to provide a fresh perspective on trade relations among countries. In order to describe the linking motivation of international crude oil trade, we define an evaluation index calculated by using the topological attributes of the observed countries. We then use a test index to examine the ability of our evaluation index to estimate the distribution of real trade links. Furthermore, our research compares the potential trade links proposed by our estimation results based on the tested evaluation index with real trade links to assess the evolution of these potential ones. Then, to explore the practical meanings of potential trade links which provide more clear and instructive information, we divide involved countries into different crude oil trade roles which synthetically consider the crude oil importation, exportation and proved reserves respectively. Through the division of comparisons and countries’ crude oil trade roles, we finally obtain further practical understanding of these trade links. From the perspective of the consideration of the topological attributes of each pair of countries, our work not only estimates relationships that have potential trade links formed by real trade patterns, but may also allow us to predict future new trade cooperation or competition between certain pairs of countries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the data source and algorithm steps of link prediction. Section 3 confirms the feasibility of the proposed evaluation index and analyzes the empirical results. Section 4 discusses, including making estimations about future trade relations. Section 5 concludes.

2. Data and methodology

2.1. Data

This study derived data on international crude oil trade (HS Code 270900) from UN Comtrade, annually from 2000 to 2013. We cleaned repeated data and labeled existing trade relationships for each pair of directly related countries in each year, without any consideration of trade flow and volume. Existing trade relations are defined as those with a clear record of trade value or weight. We used the trade relationships among countries in 1 year as the data-processing unit. As a result, we obtained 13 data units. Fig. 1 shows the pairs of countries and their existing trade relations in the international crude oil trade in 2000.

Taking the 2013 data unit as an example (Fig. 2), international crude oil trade is a typical network with the characteristic of power-low distribution, \( p(k) \sim k^{-\lambda} \), where \( k \) is the amount of direct trade partners for each country; \( p(k) \) is the frequency of each \( k \); \( R^2 \) is the goodness-of-fit; \( \lambda \) is the degree of power-low distribution, which means that smaller countries hold the bulk of oil resources.

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Link prediction model

Based on the structural properties of each pair of countries, we applied the link prediction approach to the annual data on international crude oil trade. The link prediction algorithm presented in this subsection has been described in detail by previous link prediction papers [10,12,13]. We herein only show the steps briefly combined with the characteristics of international crude oil trade. The variables used to deal with each data unit are shown in Table 1.

Given the status of international crude oil trade, we show the algorithm in the following five steps:

1. Define an evaluation index based on the structural properties of countries

We use common neighbor (CN) as the evaluation index. Under the CN approach, the higher the score of a link, the higher is its construction possibility. CN is generally considered to be the most effective index for evaluating the linking probability for most types of research objects [10,13]. In particular, for those networks apparently characterized by a power-low distribution such as international crude oil trade networks, CN always has better performance than most other complicated evaluation indexes. Thus, it is reliable to use this index to describe the construction of trade links.
The index based on CNs is defined as follows:

\[ s_{xy} = \frac{|G(x) \cap G(y)|}{|G(x)|} \]  

where \( x \) and \( y \) are the two countries connected by a trade link. \( G(x) \) is the set of countries connected with \( x \) directly, meaning that \( |G(x) \cap G(y)| \) represents their number of common direct trade partners. Based on this definition of the score, Fig. 3 presents a simple example of the algorithm processes.

(2) Divide existing trade links into 90% training links and 10% test links

In order to examine the precision of CN to describe real trade links, we need to select known trade links as samples to compare with unknown trade links. Thus, we randomly choose 10% of existing trade links as test links, \( E^T \), and the remainder as training links, \( E^P \).

\[ |E^P| = 10\%|E| \quad \text{and} \quad E^P + E^T = E \]  

(3) Calculate the CN score for test and unknown trade links

To compare the feature of CN for test and unknown links, we then calculate their index values according to the definition of CN. Specifically, we calculate each link’s number of CNs based on the topological attributes of its two directly connected nodes (i.e., countries). The topological attributes of these nodes represent the structural features of these countries under the observed trade pattern.

(4) Rank test and unknown links based on their index values and analyze their distributions

The definition of CN shows that if a trade link has a higher index value, it has a higher possibility of being linked. Thus, generally, we need to rank the value from the maximum to the minimum. If most test links are ranked higher than most unknown links, CN is shown to be one a common structural feature of most existing trade links. Hence, this index can be used to estimate potential trade links.

(5) Quantify the estimation accuracy of the evaluation index

We use a test index to quantify the distribution of test links. Because we have ranked test links and unknown links based on their index values from the maximum to the minimum, the ideal condition is that most top ranking links are test links.

Widely used indexes include the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve and Precision and Ranking Score (RankS) [12]. To consider the whole ranking situation and avoid producing random numbers twice, we choose RankS as the test index. Its definition

\[ \text{RankS} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i \in E^T} r_i}{|U - E^T|} \]  

where \( r_i \) is the rank of test link \( i \). Thus, the lower RankS, the higher the precision is.

For international crude oil trade, if most test links have a higher index value than the others, it means that this index, the number of common direct trade partners, has the ability to describe the distribution of links in real trade patterns. As a result, CN can affect the general features of most existing trade relationships. This index also shows that if a pair of countries has a high number of identical trade cooperation objects, they would have more likelihood of constructing trade relations with each other. Similar to friendships in social networks, countries that are close and have strong political and economic relationships tend to trade with each other, becoming stable trade partners. As a result, this index is also meaningful for international trade.

Furthermore, link prediction can be widely used in various international trade networks. By examining the viability of the proposed evaluation index, which has been proven to be effective for describing real trade links [10,20], researchers can use it to estimate potential trade links.

2.2.2. The analysis model involving oil sectors

The exploration of potential trade links provides a statistical perspective to analyze the trade relationships across the world. However, the oil sectors among countries are different. For
The value of the common feature for most existing links. To analyze the potential rule of the number of common trade partners for existing trade relationships, in this part, we analyze the distribution of test links in three types of distributions. These links are those including test links and nonexistent links, and we rank them from maximum to minimum according to their score.

The first type of statistical distribution shows the distribution of test links according to their score-based rankings. Fig. 5 indicates the features for most test links from 2000 to 2013. If the block in a ranking is blue, it means that a test link is at this position. Regardless of the year, it is apparent that almost all test links are high ranking. Although some test links appear at the bottom of the rankings, the whole distribution proves that a great proportion have a higher number of common trade neighbors compared with links that do not really carry out real trade in that year. This result proves that most linked pairs of countries have a high number of crude oil trade partners.

Fig. 6 includes another two types of statistical distributions in 2000 and 2013 that consider the number and percentage of test links for each different score value, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, in spite of the small differences in the scale of trade, there are many common characteristics in 2000 and 2013. The general trends show that the characteristics of these two distributions are contrary. First, the number of test links for each score value is decreasing. At the beginning, the trend declines a little with some fluctuation when the score value is below 7 in 2000 and 12 in 2013, before dropping to a relatively low level. This finding means that not all trade relationships have a high number of common trade partners (most have about seven trade partners in 2000 and about 12 in 2013), which confirms the expansion of trade cooperation for most countries over time. However, despite some instability, the general trend in the latter distribution is increasing. This finding means that the percentage of test links grows as the CN value increases, which confirms that the more they have a number of common trade partners, the more they may trade.

Because our test links are randomly selected from real trade links, this sample is able to reflect the features of all existing relations. As a result, these features confirm, firstly, that most existing trade relationships have a similar number of common trade partners and, secondly, that links with a high number of this score value have more possibility of being existing ones. Thirdly, countries tend to construct steady trade relationships with a certain number of partners to guarantee low risk of policies and economic. However, if a pair of countries has a high number of common trade partners, they would have more possibility of constructing trade relationships. Indeed, we find a one-way relation between the number of common trade partners and possibility to trading. This potential principle for the construction of trade relations directs us to measure the trade links from this structural perspective.

3.2. Index validation

To validate the evaluation index, we use the test index, RankS, to measure the ranking results. Specifically, we evaluate whether the number of common trade partners can describe the real distribution trade relationships. We calculate RankS based on the ranking of CN values from 2000 to 2013 (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 shows that the ranking score during this period is between 0.1 and 0.16, which was thought to be effective. Compared with 0.18, which is the RankS value for the Chinese airline network based on the CN index [12], which was thought to be valid for describing the airline relationships between regions, our data are lower, which indicates higher precision.

Because test links are chosen randomly, RankS is relatively affected. As a result, although the trend of RankS is relatively variable, the difference is not exaggerated, which proves that link...
prediction is concerned with the topological features but not the scale of the research target. As a result, the validation of the index proves that CN can be applied to trade networks and is effective at predicting trade links.

3.3. Comparison of potential with real trade links

Based on the general feature among most test links, we provide precise information on potential trade links according to their index value. From the yearly rankings, we see that some of the links, although within the top 10, are not real trade relationships. Hence, we can state that these pairs have potential trade links from the perspective of their trading possibility. Table 2 shows the top 10 rankings in 2000 as an example. The table shows that three pairs of countries (Japan and Korea, Nigeria and Saudi Arabia, China and France) have a high number of trade partners, but no trade relationships with each other in 2000. However, from the perspective of their rankings based on CN value, they have potential trade links owing to their topological properties. In summary, although they have no trade relations in 2000, all the trade patterns suggest that each pair interacts with each other, encouraging them to trade.

Next, we compare the prediction results with actual international trade to analyze the evolution of potential trade relations from the perspective of the structural attributes of each pair of countries. First, we examine whether those links with high CN value could really be fulfilled in future years. Second, we explore more trading information from the difference found from the comparison, including those pairs of countries that should trade at a high probability but had not formed trade relations by 2013 and those whose trade relationships have fluctuated.

Fig. 8 displays all potential trade links from 2000 to 2013. We focus on the pairs of countries from the top 10 that did not trade in that particular year. The light green blocks represent the year in which they are in the top 10 rankings and the numbers represents...
the times that this pair is in top 10. If there is no number in the light green blocks, this pair appears just once in top 10 from 2000 to 2013. The dark green blocks show the year in which the pair of countries firstly becomes real trading partners after the most recent year that they have no trade relation. This figure confirms that most potential trade links are fulfilled in their future years, although the complex status of international crude oil trade complicates the period of implementation. To obtain further findings from the results, we group them into three categories.

The first category is those pairs that fulfill their potential trade links in recent years, such as Japan and Korea in 2000, France and the Netherlands in 2001, and Korea and the United States in 2005. They construct their trade relationships the year immediately after they first enter the top 10 pairs. In other words, these countries trade with each other rapidly once they reach almost the highest number of common trading partners compared with other pairs. This result also demonstrates the influence of a high number of common trade partners on the establishment of trade relationships and thereby validates the perspective presented herein.

The second category is those pairs whose potential trade links are not fulfilled rapidly, but whose trade will begin within five years, such as China and France in 2000, Italy and the United States in 2002, and France and the United States in 2007. This situation is accompanied with fluctuation in two respects. First, the rankings of these pairs change in this period. Second, trade relations appear and then disappear between certain pairs of countries. For example, the pair of China and France presents these two characteristics. This category proves that although the appearance of trade links is not positive, they have potential trade links from the perspective of their shared structural attributes.

Table 2
Top 10 pairs of countries based on CN value in 2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairs of countries</th>
<th>CN value</th>
<th>Test link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France Germany</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France Italy</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France United States</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy United States</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China France</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France Netherlands</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany Spain</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The last category includes those pairs that have a high possibility of trading but cooperate a long time later (or even have no trade relationship by 2013; see Table 3). This result shows the marked difference compared with real trade, allowing us recognize country pairs that may begin international crude oil trade in the long-term and reflecting reality partially. Table 3 shows that their rankings are always highly unstable. In particular, the first three pairs of countries that trade after many years are not in the top 10 for long before they start trading. Other pairs of countries that have no crude oil trade cooperation until 2013 also show mixed ranking trends.

However, these countries share some common features. In Table 3, the two country pairs labeled in green both belong to the organization of petroleum exporting countries (OPEC), the three pairs labeled in yellow are between Russia and one OPEC country, and the pair labeled in blue is between two oil-rich non-OPECs, Azerbaijan and Russia. This finding confirms that countries with abundant oil resources export a large quantity of crude oil, leading to a high number of shared trade partners that have no need to exchange this commodity with each other. However, from the perspective of the linking principle, their number of common trade partners means they have potential (hidden) international crude oil trade links. For example, even though both Nigeria and Saudi Arabia are oil-rich countries, they traded in 2009, which confirms the possibilities for these types of country pairs to exist. Meanwhile, the other two pairs with no color are potential trade partners without yet showing real cooperation. Even though the probability of trading in reality seems to be low, the trading possibility from our perspective is high, as their cooperation would aggregate the imbalance between supply and demand. As a result, although we cannot clearly assess when relations might begin, they should not be neglected and they are valuable references for governments.

3.4. Further analysis with considerations of countries’ crude oil sectors

3.4.1. The division of crude oil trade roles

To make further analysis of the practical meaning for each potential trade link, according to their values of COT&R-I, we divide related countries into three kinds of trade roles: exporters, importers and both exporters and importers (EX&IM).

From the top 10 potential trade links explored from 2000 to 2013 which are shown in Fig. 8, 17 countries have relative high appearance frequency, which are Japan, India, Italy, Spain, France, United States, Thailand, Netherlands, South Africa, Germany, Rep. of Korea, China, Algeria, Nigeria, Canada, Russian Federation and Saudi Arabia. Whatever the importation, exportation or proved reserves, these countries have apparent differences. Based on the basic data in 2014, we get values of sub-indexes and COT&R-I for these 17 countries, which are shown in Table 4.

According to their values of COT&R-I, we rank these 17 countries from the minimum to the maximum, which is shown in Fig. 9. The division of trade roles and further analysis are as follows.
Exporters

Canada, Russian Federation, Nigeria, Algeria and Saudi Arabia are exporters. Their COT & R-I values are all above zero, which means that all of them have both high proved crude oil reserves and high exportation.

EX & IMs

United States, Rep. of Korea, Netherlands, Spain, Germany, Thailand, South Africa and Italy can be seen as EX & IMs. Especially, although United States was the world’s largest crude oil importer with 3.74*10^11 kg importation, its exportation had been increasing year by year as its development of shale gas, which made it as an more and more important exporter. As a result, United States acts as both importer and exporter. Furthermore, interestingly, other seven countries are all have low proved reserves but relative not low exportation. It approves that these countries tend to exchange crude oil, which make their role of exporter also important.

Importers

France, Japan, India and China are four classical importers with low proved reserves and exportation. Especially for China, it reduced large amount of exportation in 2014, and mostly depended on importation. Objectively, the division result is relatively consistent with the real. As the changes of trade strategies in future years, their trade roles will fluctuate. For example, if United States continuously raises its exportation, it will become an exporter rather than an EX & IM. And China will regain its EX & IM role if it recovers high exportation.

3.4.2. Potential trade links between trade roles

The division of trade roles helps us to make twice comparison of potential trade links. Replaced by their trade roles, we get quantization results, which include trade flows and corresponding trade volumes among exporters, importers and EX & IMs (Table 5).

From Table 5, main trade flows with highest trade volumes are all from exporters. To our surprise, exporters also import high volume of crude oil from those countries with certain amount of

### Table 3
Pairs of countries in the top 10 rankings but with no trade relations a long time later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair of countries</th>
<th>Year joined the top 10</th>
<th>Year of first trade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Importation, \( S_{IM} \), exportation, \( S_{EX} \), proved reserves, \( S_{PR} \) for 17 countries, 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Importation (kg)</th>
<th>( S_{IM} )</th>
<th>Exportation (kg)</th>
<th>( S_{EX} )</th>
<th>Proved reserves (Billion barrels)</th>
<th>( S_{PR} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1.51*10^{11}</td>
<td>0.91510</td>
<td>4.87*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.24866</td>
<td>1.85*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.01850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.90*10^{11}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>3.70*10^{07}</td>
<td>0.63700</td>
<td>0.57*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1.69*10^{11}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>5.74*10^{07}</td>
<td>0.65740</td>
<td>0.05*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5.49*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.95490</td>
<td>2.14*10^{07}</td>
<td>0.62140</td>
<td>0.00*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>7.01*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.57010</td>
<td>6.18*10^{08}</td>
<td>0.76190</td>
<td>0.06*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2.13*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.92130</td>
<td>1.65*10^{08}</td>
<td>0.71650</td>
<td>0.00*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>4.14*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.94140</td>
<td>5.56*10^{08}</td>
<td>0.75560</td>
<td>0.05*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1.84*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.91840</td>
<td>3.29*10^{08}</td>
<td>0.73290</td>
<td>0.02*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>6.27*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.96270</td>
<td>1.42*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.81420</td>
<td>0.02*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4.00*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.94000</td>
<td>1.03*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.81030</td>
<td>0.03*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>4.55*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.84550</td>
<td>3.96*10^{08}</td>
<td>0.73960</td>
<td>0.00*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>3.74*10^{10}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.76*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.91760</td>
<td>4.85*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.04850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2.92*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.92920</td>
<td>1.44*10^{10}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.73*10^{02}</td>
<td>0.11730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>7.66*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.77660</td>
<td>1.30*10^{11}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.03*10^{02}</td>
<td>0.11032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6.42*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.36421</td>
<td>7.94*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.97040</td>
<td>3.71*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.03710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>2.00*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.02000</td>
<td>1.94*10^{10}</td>
<td>0.91940</td>
<td>1.22*10^{01}</td>
<td>0.01220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2.00*10^{09}</td>
<td>0.22000</td>
<td>2.16*10^{11}</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>2.67*10^{02}</td>
<td>0.12670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Values of COT&R-I for 17 countries, 2014.
proven reserves. Furthermore, with highest amount of importation from exporters, EX&IM also exports high amount of crude oil to countries with relative low proven reserves. Last, the exportation for importers is very low.

As a result, if we take the trade flow into account, we can know that a potential trade link with two countries that are exporters or EX&IMs have relative high possibility to be constructed. It is also applicable to trade flows to importers. However, trade links from importers has low possibility to be constructed. Especially, for two importers, their potential trade link tends to represent the relationship of cooperation and competition. For example, because of their importation dependence, Japan and India have many common direct exporters which form high importation competition. So they had high trading possibility in 2008 and 2010. Meanwhile, because of the requirement of energy policies and the need of energy security, these two countries cooperate in 2011. Thus, the potential trade link between importers is more the exchange than the trade of crude oil.

4. Discussion

4.1. The structural linking motivation in international crude oil trade

The structural linking motivation, which is the statistical feature of trade patterns that can be used to estimate potential trade links, is the concentrated reflection of real linking motivations, reflecting the inspiration behind real linkages. The establishment of each trade relationship is affected by several elements, making it challenging to recognize the real linking motivation. However, the whole trade pattern is the structural reflection of the international crude oil trade in the real world, while the topological properties of each involved country contain abundant information on these linking motivations. Thus, this concept is a fresh perspective for exploring the linking motivation from the viewpoint of countries’ topological properties in order to measure trade links based on the examined structural linking motivation.

The number of CNs for each pair of countries can be one of the structural linking motivations behind international crude oil trade. Our study confirmed a one-way relation between the number of common trade partners and construction of trade links. A high number of identical trade partners for a pair of countries have a positive influence on the probability of forming a trade relation, although not all existing trade relationships agree with this principle. Because of the importance and imbalance of crude oil, countries tend to trade this commodity with reliable and familiar countries, which are also always the trade partners of countries’ direct trade neighbors, forming three-way relations.

Countries with different crude oil trade roles make the links among them have distinguished practical meanings. Part of potential trade links are with high possibility to be constructed, like links between exporters and EX&IMs or between exporters and importers. Another part is those with competition promoted by the trade pattern, like those between two importers. This pressure makes the possibility of trade cooperation low, except the needs to exchange crude oil because of policies or energy security.

Thus, for crude oil, we can also estimate potential trade links based on the number of common trade partners of directly related pairs of countries. Most potential trade links that have a high evaluation index value will have been fulfilled in recent years, although some will not have been fulfilled immediately, or make cooperation in other ways. However, the evolution of international crude oil trade has different practical meanings, and encourages these countries to have potential trade links to allow trading in certain future circumstances.

4.2. Prediction of potential trade links

Based on the potential linking motivation, we can predict potential trade links. Table 6 presents the country pairs from the top 10 in 2013 that had not yet fulfilled trade relations in 2014 and those pairs in the top 10 in 2014. These 11 pairs of countries are potential international crude oil trade partners because (i) they have a high possibility of cooperating in the real world and (ii) they are the pairs on which governments should focus. Our target is not to understand a clear establishment time, but to provide references for governments based on the topological attributes of each country.

Among these potential trade links, without considering external elements such as politics and economics, we predict that the five country pairs with no color shown in Table 6 will trade before 2018. Some of them have traded in the past few years with fluctuation, so they will cooperate by 2015 or 2016. In particular, the pairs of China and Germany and of Nigeria and Russia will not trade crude oil unless there is a breakthrough in trade relations according to our statistical results with comparison between potential and real trade links. Moreover, other four pairs of countries colored in blue will have possibility to exchange their imported crude oil under their high importation competition pressure. Although latter two kinds of country pairs may not happen in the near future, the evolution of all trade patterns will promote them trading.

4.3. Suggestions for trade strategies

Because of its influence on international crude oil trade, the number of common trade partners is essential for governments to consider when they develop their trade cooperation agreements with other countries. This provides an indirect method to construct trade links. For example, if non-OPEC country A wants to trade with country B, A can try to develop more trade relations with other countries that have traded with B. Meanwhile, if country C does not want A and B to cooperate, C can prevent them from having more similar trade partners. For instance, Japan and Germany had no crude oil trade relation from 2000 to 2014. If they want to establish trade links, Japan can develop crude oil trade cooperation with Germany’s direct trade partners such as Canada, Brazil, and France.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairs of countries</th>
<th>CN value</th>
<th>Pairs of countries</th>
<th>CN value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Japan, India</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7 Brazil, Thailand</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 China, Germany</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8 France, Thailand</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 China, India</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9 Italy, India</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 India, United States</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10 Japan, Spain</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Japan, India</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11 Nigeria, Russia</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 France, India</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Expanding common crude oil trade partners would thus promote the establishment of their trade links.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we use the link prediction approach to explore potential international crude oil trade links. In order to analyze the linking motivation of existing trade links, we define potential trade links based on countries’ topological attributes, namely the number of common trade partners. We explore the common feature of test links and validate the chosen evaluation index to describe the real distribution of trade relationships. Furthermore, we examine the real evolution of potential trade links proposed from our structural perspective, and analyze the practical meanings of them with consideration of countries’ crude oil roles.

Further studies should aim to incorporate the direction and volume of crude oil into the link prediction model to provide further perspectives and thus expand our understanding of international crude oil trade, including making more precise predictions about potential trade partners.
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